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Oh, Marsha...Oh, John...Au-rora!
Expatriate Ottawa Centre member Don Fougere (now residing at 
CFB Cold Lake, Alberta) sends us this image of an aurora he 
photographed on Sept. 5 at 10:30 p.m. local Alberta time. The image 
is a 15-second exposure on Ektachrome P800/1600 slide film push 
processed to 800 ISO (by Zellers, no less), using a 50-mm Nikkor lens 
at f/1.8 with a Nikon FE camera. The image was digitized with an 
Elmo video visualizer and Targa+ imaging board, and processed 
with Photoshop 2.5...after which your erstwhile editor got his 
electronic grubbies on it to reproduce it here.
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Annual Dinner Meeting
Nov. 14 — Make it a Date! Brian McCullough

The 1997 RASC Ottawa Centre Annual Dinner Meeting promises to be a great 
one. Our after-dinner speaker will be Ken Hewitt-White — SkyNews columnist and co
host of Cosmic Highway.

The ADM will be held on Friday, Nov. 14 in the staff cafeteria of Algonquin 
College (Woodroffe Campus). Tickets are $27 per person and must be purchased 
immediately from co-ordinator Gary Mussar.

The ADM is a combined dinner and business meeting, during which elections are 
held for the various Centre executive and Council positions, and awards are presented 
to deserving individuals. If you are unable to attend the dinner (7:00-9:00 p.m.), you 
are welcome to attend the business portion of the meeting and enjoy the after-dinner 
talk. There is no charge for attending only this part of the meeting.

The ADM is the Centre social event of the year. Make it a point to join us for 
dinner and the after-meeting.

Notices:
Focus Scientific moves to Merivale Road
Ottawa’s major astronomy retail outlet — Focus Scientific Ltd. — has moved from its 
Bank Street location to new digs at 1489 Merivale Road (across from CJOH TV). 
According to store owner Kent Goranson, the move offers its customers much larger 
premises (some 2,000 square feet of retail space) with more items on display, and a 
better equipped repair shop. See the latest issue of SkyNews for Focus Scientific’s 
opening specials, or contact the store directly at: Tel. 723-1350; Fax 723-1467; 
e-mail kentfsc@compuserve.com

December Swap Table
The December meeting of the Observers Group is traditionally the time when Ottawa 
Centre members bring forth their astro-treasures for sale and barter. In keeping with 
this time-honoured tradition, we will precede next month’s meeting with a fast and 
furious bazaar. The swap table opens at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 5 and runs until about 8:10 
when the OG meeting gets under way. Clear out your basement! It’s time to recycle 
some of that unused astronomy gear. Who knows, you might find something even 
better at the swap table. See you at the swap.

Observers Group Executive
Nominations for next year’s OG executive and co-ordinator positions are still being 
accepted. If you are interested in running for any of the Observers Group positions 
listed on p. 2, by all means feel free to respond when the call is made for names prior 
to the elections.
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Ambassadors for a day Glenn LeDrew
Several weeks ago Cyanogen Productions approached the manager of the Chapters 

bookstore at the Pinecrest Mall location to suggest a day long astronomy presentation. 
The idea was to promote their video and CD products, set up a couple of telescopes for 
demonstration and have me put on shows in my portable planetarium. Of course, the 
opportunity to promote our Ottawa Centre would be put to good use. The date chosen 
for all this was Saturday, October 25th.

Several days before the event Doug George, Peter Ceravolo and I met with the 
store managers to discuss ideas and take measurements of potential locations for the 
planetarium. At that time it still wasn't known if Chapters headquarters would approve 
of the guys selling their wares —word was expected the next day — and it became 
apparent that some furniture would have to be moved if my dome were to find floor 
space.

Well, the next day things kind of fell apart when Chapters HQ in Toronto 
preferred to hold off on Cyanogen’s proposal. However, since an "astronomy day" had 
already been announced in Chapters' monthly activity sheet (the headline for our entry 
read "Astonomy!" — yes, you read it right), I decided to organize a display on behalf 
of the Ottawa Centre. Unfortunately, it was deemed to be too disruptive to set up my 
planetarium dome in the store.

On Friday night I prepared a self-running slide show, with narration, using a 
Caramate projector with built-in screen. The slide sorting, mental scripting, technical 
difficulties with tapes and retakes took several hours (geeeez!). Using the computer 
program Deep Space, a chart was prepared showing the four bright planets in the 
evening sky, with copies to be made as handouts. I also selected a few all-sky photos 
and a milky way mosaic to be stuck up on a wall.

On Saturday morning Doug Luoma offered to help me set up at the store. I had 
stated that I would be on site from noon to 5:00 p.m., and planned my arrival for 11:30 
a.m. I arrived about 20 minutes late because of chasing down photocopiers (I jammed 
up one real good). Brian McCullough met us there with a stack of Ottawa Centre 
handouts. Manager Lisa Sanchez came by while we carted things inside to say that her 
schedule showed a 1:00 p.m. start time for us. We didn't have to rush, then.

Originally I was to be set up in the meeting room at the far comer of the store, but 
we quickly realized that that would make things a bit invisible. We put a table just 
outside the room where our display would be better seen, and placed the projector and 
handouts on it. Nearby were set up my two smaller 'scopes — the 60mm f/7  refractor 
on a camera tripod, and the 6-inch f/4 newtonian on the Super Polaris mount In 
addition to my photos, Doug put up some Hale-Bopp shots, and Brian supplied posters 
of Mars and the Orion Nebula. Lisa came by with a selection of astronomy books to 
sell, within easy reach of passersby.
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Brian, with family in tow, had to leave, but Doug stayed on. And good thing, too. 
While I couldn't say there were crowds coming by, sometimes a few people at a time 
would amble up, and I would otherwise have had to spread myself thin. If we were 
situated more centrally in that vast store, I'm  sure we would have had triple the 
turnout. As it was, the time went by fast enough. Some people had probing questions 
(e.g. As the Moon changes phase, why does it rise later each night?), and one woman 
brought in her daughter's 3-inch reflector (at my suggestion). Doug fixed the 
problem— a misaligned finder, and suggested an additional higher power eyepiece to 
augment the low-power one the 'scope came with.

A few families came by with their kids. I'd lower the little 60mm 'scope down to 
kneebiter level so the wee ones could examine the track lighting across the store. Some 
of the bigger folks marvelled at reading the label on the halogen lamps at higher 
power with the 6-inch.

The store benefited directly, as at least a couple of books I know of went out with 
customers (paid for, I trust). Also, our club may have gained some new visitors, if not 
members, because many of our info sheets were taken. We wrapped things up at 5:30 
p.m., and the leftover copies of the sky charts were brought to the cashiers to be 
dispensed to customers.

As my business is about bringing astronomy to the people, this event wasn't novel 
for me but it was still very enjoyable. Any of you who've participated in star parties or 
helped out during Astronomy Day and the like know what I’m talking about. For the 
rest of you, get out and do something for the community, even if only once. I'm 
continually surprised at the number of people who haven't looked through a telescope, 
or are aware of what can be seen in the sky.

We can never have too many astronomer ambassadors.

Star Night/ Diefenbunker Tour Linda Meier
Just a little follow-up to last month’s star night and tour of the Diefenbunker: Once 
again, the star night was very successful and, like the last one, the sky cleared at the 
"11th hour." It was a superb night with clear, steady skies enthralling the large group 
with the views in the telescopes. Early in the evening it was a little unnerving waiting 
for people to arrive to set up as we only had three telescopes and At tila's had a problem 
so was not usable until a little later. He had very long lineups once everything started 
to work. We had about seven telescopes and one set of binoculars. Thank you all for 
coming. They would like us to come again in April, May and June 1998. Everyone 
who attended the star night enthuses about it to me and would like to have another.

The Diefenbunker Tour was also very successful. Stan Mott's brother-in-law told me 
he had been one of the cooks for the bunker. The tour guide who had worked there 
also mentioned, "one thing about the bunker is that the food was excellent" Everyone 
found it extremely interesting. I knew it was a good idea!
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Total Recall E. William Casagrande
In pouring over some back issues of AstroNotes at the Ottawa Public Library, I 

came upon a very interesting historical article on the Ottawa Centre Observer's Group, 
authored by Frank Roy, in the February 1997 issue, entitled: “Where Have We Been?”

Although much too young at the time to have been even remotely aware of the 
Group's existence in the late 1960s, nevertheless, the article brought back some warm 
memories. Having spent most of my life in that area of Ottawa affectionately known as 
"Little Italy," I remember back in the fall of 1968, when as a group of 10-to-12-year- 
olds, every Saturday night my friends and I would bike down Preston Street, then turn 
up that seemingly mountainous section of Carling Avenue that leads to the Dominion 
Observatory. Arriving early, we impatiently waited outside the observatory, with its so- 
ugly-it's-beautiful clock that adorned the front of the building, staring down at us. 
Time seemed endless, as its hands painstakingly crept towards the magic hour of eight 
o'clock, when the custodian would open the doors to the public.

Inside, we gave it the traditional once-around, gawking at the solar system model, 
and other such displays that graced the main floor of the building. We had seen them 
countless times before, yet the awe of what it all meant never wore off. Finally, they 
would unlock the door leading to the dome, where Sleeping Beauty— in the form of a 
15-inch refractor — faithfully waited to be put through her paces, assuming clear 
skies. After the usual views of the Moon and other celestial wonders, we’d race outside 
to our bikes and excitedly bomb down the path to be first in line at the Geophysical 
Building. Why? To get the best seats of course! Each Saturday night, regardless of the 
"seeing," a science film would be shown in one of the meeting rooms. Alternating back 
and forth over the months, they would show a film on a particular outer-space topic 
one week, followed by something Earth-related the next.

I'm not entirely certain if  any of the adult members of the viewing audience were 
from the Observer's Group, but if they were (and it seems plausible, given that they 
met in the same building on the same night), then I'd guesstimate the Group's 
attendance at closer to twenty, of the twenty to forty range that Frank mentioned in his 
wonderful article. But, then again, what did we care? For the next half hour or so, a 
group of kids with totally unrestricted imaginations as yet unpolluted tty the stark 
realities of the Mariner flybys, were magically transported into the furthest recesses of 
space, where anything was possible.

Someone once said that the best years of our lives are those between ten and 
twelve, and there might be some truth to it. Sadly, as we age and become more 
"intellectually sophisticated," we often do so at the expense of an unbridled 
imagination and a wonderful thing known as child-like faith.

I wonder what we would have thought of Hyakutake and Hale-Bopp.
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Glenn LeDrewMoon in the Hyades
At the October Observers Group meeting Occultation Co-ordinator Brian Burke 

mentioned the upcoming passage of the Moon across Aldebaran and the Hyades. 
Having seen very few occultations in the past, I keenly awaited this event (the graze 
that occurred just over a week earlier was clouded out). The Hyades event occurred on 
the night of October 18/19, beginning before moonrise and ending as morning twilight 
was just getting under way.

The evening was almost cloudless and the forecast promised good skies. 
Karen Edmonds and Doug Luoma came out to Russell, Ont. and we set up Karen’s 4- 
inch refractor in my back yard. The Moon was three days past frill, so there would be 
enough of a dark limb to make for lovely reappearances of occulted stars. In order to 
know when to expect occultation events, I fired up Dance o f the Planets on the 
computer. This program is pretty accurate, and it turned out that the times it gave were 
correct within a couple of minutes. It also helped to know where to expect a  
reappearance.

When the Moon came up, Gamma Tauri (the vertex of the Hyades “V”) was 
already occulted. Doug was looking through the ‘scope and I peered into my 20x80 
binoculars. As the moment of reappearance neared, the tension mounted. How 
accurate was the computed time? Suddenly, there it was, like flicking on a light at the 
Moon’s dark horizon. Doug and I shouted out within a half second of each other. I 
whimsically wondered if the time difference could be attributed to the difference in our 
geographical locations — about 0.00075 degree in longitude.

Between events, we looked at Saturn and some double stars. The seeing was quite 
steady. The other main stars we observed being occulted were theta-1 and -2 and, of 
course, Aldebaran. The last was the neatest by far because of its brilliance (Aldebaran 
is the brightest star that can be occulted by the Moon). At disappearance it seemed to 
linger in view well after we thought it should wink out. Over an hour later, the 
explosion of light from behind the night side made the event well worth staying up for!

Oct. Observers Group Meeting Hilderic Browne
With “fall officially fallen” according to Acting Chair Gary Boyle, the October 

3rd gathering of the Ottawa Centre’s Observers Group convened in its usual venue, the 
auditorium of the National Museum of Science and Technology. First to the podium 
was Paul Comision with the “Cutting Edge.” Where are the Red Dwarfs? (October 
1997 Astronomy) describes how researchers from Princeton’s Institute for Advanced 
Study took 225 medium-deep images (i.e., limiting magnitude ~25) across the whole 
sky with the Hubble Space Telescope to study the dim, low-mass, red dwarfs that have 
generally been accepted as forming a “silent majority” of the stellar population. 
Surprise! They found far fewer than expected, suggesting that stars of one-tenth to
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one-third Solar masses simply hardly ever form. Meanwhile Why the Smallest Stare 
Stay Small (November 1991 Sky & Telescope) discusses the (theoretical, computer- 
modelled) evolution of a putative 0.1-solar mass star. One of these things develops so 
slowly that it takes a couple of billion years before hydrogen fusion begins. Once on 
the main sequence, it smoulders away with a mere thousandth of the Sun’s luminosity 
for 6 trillion years1 or so, finally shrinking and brightening slightly to end its 
existence as a Helium-enriched white dwarf. Apparently they escape swelling and 
becoming red giants thanks to thorough mixing due to convection that reaches all the 
way into their cores.

As Solar Coordinator, Paul had the happy duty of notifying us that “sunspots are 
back!” He showed twenty or so drawings he had made in August and September, 
showing peak activity from Sept. 8th to 16th. At one time there were four complex 
groupings each of multiple sunspots visible, a sight so unusual “I even called my wife 
to the telescope!” At the end of the meeting, several members compared notes on their 
sunspot observations with Paul.

Paul Boltwood’s observatory upgrade from a 7-inch refractor to a 16-inch 
reflector is now pretty well complete, except for details like debugging the Byers 
mount for consistently good performance. The new scope has a square cross-section 
tube and carries two eyepiece ports plus one for his custom-built CCD camera. Paul 
showed slides of his new installation and talked about the indispensability of good 
tools — specifically, modem computer-based star catalogues and “star atlas” 
software — to help find faint objects, especially in relatively light-polluted suburban 
skies. He illustrated this with the field of NGC 7814, which shows exactly three stars 
in Uranometria 2000.0, then stepped up through the Guide Star Catalog (better), the 
RealSky digitized Palomar Sky Survey plates, to the current ultimate star atlas, A 1.0, 
whose 10 CD-ROMs contain positions, magnitudes and spectral types for a billion 
stars, and which is primarily intended for asteroid searchers. Then we got to see the 
real thing as imaged by Paul’s CCD: a 5.5'x8.3' field of view at a scale of 0.87"/pixel 
showing not just the edge-on spiral galaxy and its dust lane, but numerous tiny fuzzy 
patches around it...quite possibly attendant globular clusters!

Well, what else? How about vdB 142, one of Paul’s favourite nebular complexes, 
an earlier image of which appeared in an RASC calendar a couple of years ago. Or 
asteroid 4113 Rascana (named after the RASC, and the subject of a recent appeal for 
positional observations to prevent its becoming “lost”): a one-hour exposure showed 
the trail of this mag 20.5 boulder among the stars...only 15 degrees away from a full 
Moon! Supernova remnant Cassiopeia A, a deeper image than the Palomar 200-inch 
photograph in Burnham’s, yet of nearly comparable resolution. Two views of the 
peculiar galaxy NGC 520: a 28-minute exposure with the new telescope vs. 212

1 Not to worry, Paul: this is still far shorter than the life of a proton, which James 
Trefil’s The Moment o f Creation says is greater than 6x1031 years. — HJB
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minutes with the 7" refractor2. And finally the famous Horsehead Nebula in Orion, 
Barnard 33.

Back in February, Yves Demers successfully organized a team of volunteers to 
bring the Ottawa Centre’s Web site up to snuff: the two-week hit counts rose from 56 
before renovation, to 2,075 after just a few new pages had been added, to almost 5,000 
less than a month later. Yves says “diversity attracts tourists,” in our case, from 33 
different countries. However, after the initial burst of enthusiasm, development of the 
site slowed down and ground to a halt. The hits have reflected this too, falling to 2,100 
twelve weeks into the program, and about 1,000 by the end of the summer. The overall 
total since the spring is about 22,0003. Now it’s time to revitalize the team as some of 
the original members are unable to continue. Yves would like anyone interested in 
writing original material, contributing images, or editing HTML and who can spare as 
little as one evening a month, to join up with him. Remember, “You’re not bound by 
contract...do it as long as you feel like it.” And our Centre will be better for it...

Occultation co-ordinator Brian Burke has lined up the 55-percent sunlit Moon 
and a 5.9-magnitude star in Sagittarius for an evening dark-limb graze on October 9th. 
Now all he has to do is get a few kindred spirits with telescopes, tape recorders and 
shortwave receivers deployed across the predicted track near Fitzroy Harbour, and with 
luck there will be more data to submit to the International Occultation Timing 
Association (IOTA) for the ongoing refinement of lunar limb topography. Another 
worthwhile event is the passage of the nearly full Moon through the Hyades on 
Oct. 18/19. Aldebaran is covered early on the 19th, but so are numerous fainter 
members of the cluster, including some grazes.

Glenn LeDrew showed more of his recent astrophotographs, “Scenes along the 
Milky Way.” These ranged from wide (28-mm) and ultra-wide-angle (16-mm) views 
of large areas down to 300-mm telephoto shots of jewels like the Lagoon Nebula and 
the Scutum star cloud with M il and the little red variable V Aquilae. Glenn finished 
with a comparison between 35-mm and “2¼-square” slides of the autumn/early winter 
stretch of our galaxy: Cygnus, Cepheus, Cassiopeia, Perseus, Taurus, and Orion.

Doug Luoma has also been busy with a camera (or cameras) lately. His 
contribution tonight comprised all-sky photos taken with the aid of an aluminized 
globe, pictures of StarFest, the Teeple Hill observing site, Rolf M eier’s observatory, 
and (reaching back a bit further), Comet Hale-Bopp over the old Dominion 
Observatory at the Central Experimental Farm and another of the comet near the 
Double Cluster in Perseus. Also the Hyades and Pleiades with varying exposure times, 
a nice set of star trails with a foreground aurora, and finally one of those “Murphy 
shots” to prove he’s human, too...Orion rendered with “hockey sticks” resulting from a

2 Now there’s an angle: maybe we can all justify indulging our aperture fever for the 
sake of the time we can save!

3 A far cry from NASA’s half million per day...but then we don’t have their budget!
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combination of mount misalignment and battery failure part way through the 
exposure.

Linda M eier made a brief announcement about the upcoming “Diefenbunker 
Tour” on the afternoon of October 18th. (Another good reason to go to Carp on a 
Saturday is the Farmer’s Market.) Also the “second annual” (well, second in this year, 
anyway!) public star night is scheduled for the Friday evening, October 24th at the 
same location.

Centre President Rick W agner noted that there would be a Council meeting in 
October and requested that any business to be discussed be submitted as soon as 
possible. He also announced a lecture at the NRC building, 100 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, 
at 8:00 p.m. on October 23rd. The speaker, Dr. Robert Hawkes, will be discussing the 
prospects, predictions, hazards to spacecraft, and observing plans for the Leonid 
meteor storm expected in 1999 (±1 year). When announcements are being made, Past 
President Rob Dick likes to have a say too; he reminded us of the Centre’s Annual 
Dinner Meeting on November 14th. The invited speaker will be former Ottawa Centre 
member Ken Hewitt-W hite, now known for his television program Cosmic Highway. 
Tickets ($27) were not available at the meeting, but can be obtained from G ary 
M ussar no later than the next Observer’s Group meeting on November 7th. 
(Alternatively, you can come at 9:00 p.m. for the business meeting and Ken’s talk for 
free.)

Before adjournment, Observers Group attendees were subjected to what may be 
the most dreaded item of business in the calendar: nominations for the executive. As 
usual, there was a dearth of volunteers for the various positions, but fortunately many 
of the incumbents signalled their willingness to continue for 1998. Next year’s roster, 
so far:

Chairperson Gary Boyle Light Pollution Lee Macdonald
Vice Chairperson open Low-Technophile Pat Browne
Astronomy Day open Lunar & Planetary DougLuoma
Astrophotography Peter Ceravolo Meteors Rolf Meier
Comets Glenn LeDrew Meteorites Alan Hildebrand
Deep Sky Gary Susick Occultations Brian Burke
Historian open Recorder open
Hospitality A nne & Art  Fraser Solar Paul Comision
Instrumentation Rock Mallin Variable Stars John Thom pson
IRO Keys Robin Molson IRO Training Glenn LeDrew
Ted Bean Loan 
Library

Lev Mykytczuk

Remember: i f  you ’d  like to help out — any way you want!— we’d love to have you.
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Contributions to AstroNotes
As always, editorial submissions to AstroNotes are both encouraged and gratefully 

accepted. Articles, sketches, photos, observing reports, For Sale notices, 
announcements - all are welcome. An electronic version of your text would be 
appreciated, but legibly handwritten copy is fine as well. Please send all submissions to 
either of my editorial mail addresses at the top of page 2. - Brian McCullough, Editor

Astro-Ads 

For Sale:
Meade Starfinder Equatorial p ier mount (no telescope) with clock drive and 
counterweights. Asking $400. Call Brian McCullough at 831-4932.

Observagon™ Observatory Domes
• 7-, 10- and 15-foot Rotating Domes
• Unique Design
• Inert PVC or Metal Construction
• Sturdy and Lightweight
• Standalone or Mounted on Building
• Various Heights
• Sensibly Priced (10-foot PVC Dome for ONLY $1,800US)

Contact Stellar Structures Inc.,
12790 N. 39th Ave. E. #240, Kellogg, IA 50135 
TeL (515) 236-9151 e-mail: shadow@se-iowa.net

The Road to IRO
The Ottawa Centre maintains an observatory near the Mill of Kintail just outside 

Almonte (see map on next page). The observatory features a 16-inch newtonian 
telescope in the main observatory building. Don’t go looking for a M t. Palomar-style 
dome. Our modest structure has a roll-off roof! The site also holds two smaller 
observatory buildings which will eventually be used to house other telescopes.

For security reasons, the gate leading to the site is kept locked with a combination 
lock (10-35-48). Access to the grounds (and dark skies) is restricted to members and 
their guests. An additional key may be obtained from the chairman of the observatory 
committee (Robin Molson) for an annual fee of $35 for access to the clubhouse and 16- 
inch telescope.
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Upcoming Observers Group Meeting
We look forward to seeing you at our next meeting at 8 p.m. on December 5. Until 
then...

Clear Skies!

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, R . A . S. C . 
136 DUPONT ST.
TORONTO ONT.
M5R 1V2 4 C
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Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory


